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Executive Summary 
 

An Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) and heritage scoping study (for 
HWC NID) were conducted for the above-named development on 12 March 2010.  
The entire study was conducted in previously developed – disturbed - areas.  The 
study area is variably vegetated but adequate expanses of ground surfaces were 
visible for archaeological assessment.  Disturbances by recent human activities 
include the Aalwyndal and Bartelsfontein reservoirs, a municipal water pipeline 
(immediately adjacent to the proposed activity), multiple pipelines associated with 
Petro SA, Spoornet railway line, pylons carrying electricity cables, vehicle tracks and 
agricultural activities. 

 
Five isolated archaeological occurrences of Stone Age origin were identified in 

previously disturbed contexts.  No palaeontological remains or other heritage related 
resources were observed.  It is possible, however, that subterranean 
palaeontological materials occur in the area. 
 

Provided that the recommended mitigation measure – as approved by Heritage 
Western Cape - is implemented, it is suggested that the proposed activity be 
approved.  

 
It is recommended that; 
• Because subterranean palaeontological materials may occur in the area, 

earthmoving activities should be monitored by - or under the supervision of - a 
professional archaeologist or palaeontologist.  Such monitoring will ensure 
that negative impact on subterranean paleontological materials is avoided or 
minimized. 

 
Note that; 
• If archaeological materials are exposed during vegetation clearing and/or 

earth moving activities, then they must be dealt with in accordance with the 
National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999) and at the expense of the 
developer.  In the event of exposing human remains during construction, the 
matter will fall into the domain of Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Nick Wiltshire) 
or the South African Heritage Resources Agency (Ms Mary Leslie) and will 
require a professional archaeologist to undertake mitigation if needed.  
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1.  Introduction 
 1.1 Background 
 
 In connection with the proposed refurbishment of the Aalwyndal – Bartelsfontein 
Municipal Water Pipeline, Mossel Bay, Western Cape Province (Figures 1 through 3), Mr 
Danie Wessels of MVD Raadgewende Ingenieurs (Suid-Kaap) (Edms.) Bpk. and on behalf of 
the Mossel Bay Municipality, appointed CHARM to conduct an Archaeological Impact 
Assessment (AIA) and heritage scoping study (for HWC NID) of the affected properties in 
accordance with Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999)   
 

Only the affected portions of properties, and not their entire extents, were 
investigated.  Earlier archaeological work in the immediate vicinity of the study area has 
relevance (Hart 2005, Nilssen 2006, 2009 and Thompson 2006).  These studies showed that 
the area is rich in Stone Age archaeology, and in the immediate surroundings, materials are 
dominated by artefacts originating in the Early and Middle Stone Age periods (ESA and 
MSA). 

 
Properties affected by the proposed activity include Erf and Farm numbers 246/220; 

RE/221; 18/225; 7/225; 14/225; 40/225 & 18/226 (Figures 3 & 4).   
 

The proposed activity involves the refurbishment of an approximate 6km length of the 
existing water pipeline between the Aalwyndal and Bartelsfontein Reservoirs, from a 200mm 
to a 250mm diameter pipe.  This upgrade includes the increase of water pressure (pump-
station capacity) from 35l/s (126m pressure) to 107l/s (130m pressure).  The area to be 
impacted by the proposed activity is 5 100 m2 (6km x 0,85 m wide trench excavation for the 
pipeline). 
 

Proposed development activities that potentially affect archaeological resources in the 
study area include: 

• Earthmoving activities for the construction and installation of a 6km x 0,25 m diameter 
pipeline  

 
The layout plan is shown in Figure 4, coordinate data are presented in Table 1, and 

further details and specifications can be obtained from Mr. Danie Wessels – see contact 
details on title page of this report. 
 
 
 1.2. Purpose and Scope of the Study 

 
Objectives of the Archaeological Impact Assessment and heritage scoping study are: 
• To assess the study area for traces of archaeological and heritage related resources;  
• To identify options for archaeological mitigation in order to minimize potential negative 

impacts; and 
• To make recommendations for archaeological mitigation where necessary 
• To identify heritage resources and issues that may require further attention and to 

complete the HWC NID form. 
 
Terms of Reference (ToR): 
a) Locate boundaries and extent of the study area. 
b) Literature review of earlier archaeological work in and near study area 
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c) Conduct a survey of the study area to identify and record archaeological and heritage 
related resources. 
d) Assess the impact of the proposed development on above-named resources. 
e) Recommend mitigation measures where necessary. 
f) Prepare and submit a report to the client that meets standards required by Heritage 
Western Cape in terms of the National Heritage Resources Act, No. 25 of 1999 
g) Prepare and submit HWC NID form. 
 

As requested, a Heritage Western Cape (HWC) Notice of Intent to Develop (NID) 
form was completed, signed by the author and submitted with this document.. 
 
 
 1.3 Study Area 
 

The study area is a - linear strip - servitude registered to the Mossel Bay Municipality 
that runs across several properties between the Bartelsfontein and Aalwyndal reservoirs to 
the west of Mossel Bay on the Cape South coast (Figures 1 through 4).  The following Erf 
and Farm numbers are crossed by the proposed activity; 246/220; RE/221; 18/225; 7/225; 
14/225; 40/225 & 18/226.  Because the proposed project involves refurbishment of an 
existing water pipeline, no alternative routes are offered. 

 
Coordinate data for the reservoirs and pipeline route are given in Table 1. 
 
The study area is accessible by vehicle at both the Aalwyndal and Bartelsfontein 

ends.  During this study the site was accessed by taking the R327 turnoff from the N2 and 
parking in the vicinity of the railway crossing (Figures 1 & 2).  The entire length of the 
proposed pipeline route is disturbed and/or developed (see Plate 1).  Disturbances by 
relatively recent human activities include the Aalwyndal and Bartelsfontein reservoirs, a 
municipal water pipeline (immediately adjacent to the proposed activity), multiple pipelines 
associated with Petro SA, Spoornet railway line, pylons carrying electricity cables, vehicle 
tracks and agricultural activities.   

 
Examples of the immediate environment – development, vegetation, topography and 

so on - bordering the study area are shown in Plates 1 through 3.  No undisturbed 
indigenous vegetation occurs in the study area.   
 
 
 1.4 Approach to the Study 
 

Previous archaeological work conducted in the surroundings of the study area found 
that most archaeological remains originate in the Early and Middle Stone Age (ESA and 
MSA) periods (Hart 2005, Nilssen 2006, 2009 and Thompson 2006).  Most archaeological 
occurrences occur in previously disturbed contexts, though higher density scatters do occur.  
No heritage related resources of the colonial period were expected to occur in the study 
area.  Since the proposed activity is restricted to subsurface installations, several heritage 
related resources will remain unaffected (e.g., visual and aesthetic impact, cultural 
landscape, etc.). 

 
On behalf of MVD Raadgewende Ingenieurs (Suid-Kaap) (Edms.) Bpk and the 

Mossel Bay Municipality, Ms Sian Davies of Cape EAPRAC provided background information 
as well as plans and coordinate data for the study area (Figure 3).  Mr Danie Wessels 
provided a detailed layout and specifications drawing.  Initially, the study area was visited 
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with Mr Dean Jacobs of Raadgewende Ingenieurs (Suid-Kaap) (Edms.) Bpk, and thereafter 
the study was conducted independently.   

 
The entire study area was accessible and adequate ground surfaces were exposed 

for archaeological inspection and assessment.  The survey was conducted on foot. 
 
Survey tracks were fixed with a hand held Garmin Camo GPS to record the search 

area (Figures 4, gpx tracking file submitted to HWC and is available from author).  
Observations and photo localities were also fixed by GPS (Figure 4, Plates 1 through 3 and 
Table 1).  Digital audio notes and a high quality, comprehensive digital photographic record 
were also made (full data set available from author).  Localities of photographs are 
established by matching the numbers on photographs with those of waypoints in Figure 4.  
Directions of views are indicated with compass bearing names like E is east; WSW is west 
south west, and so on.  As the sequence of Plates suggests, the survey started and ended at 
the Bartelsfontein Reservoir. 
 
 
 
2.  Results 
 

On 12 March 2010, in approximately 3.5 hours of survey, a distance of 12.6km was 
traversed, covering an area of about 8ha, of which an average of around 30% provided good 
archaeological visibility (Plates 1 through 3).  The vast bulk of the study area comprises 
partly or fully disturbed sediments. 

 
 2.1  Waypoint 3 

 
This is an isolated MSA flake in a coarse grained quartzite (Figure 4, Plate 2 and 

Table 1).  The artefact is not retouched, no cortex is visible, and the ventral surface is 
faceted.  The context of the find is disturbed.   

 
Significance & Recommendation:  The find is considered of low to no significance 

and no mitigation is required.. 
 

 2.2  Waypoint 10 
 
This is an isolated ESA artefact in a coarse grained, weathered quartzite (Figure 4, 

Plate 2 and Table 1).  Several flake scars are present.  Both surfaces of the specimen are 
faceted.  The context of the find is disturbed.   

 
Significance & Recommendation:  The find is considered of low to no significance 

and no mitigation is required. 
 

 2.3  Waypoint 12 
 
This is an isolated quartzite hammer stone with clear use-wear – pecking – on one 

end (Figure 4, Plate 2 and Table 1).  Patination on the utilized surface suggests that the 
artefact is of either MSA or ESA origin rather than Later Stone Age.  The context of the find is 
disturbed.   

 
Significance & Recommendation:  The find is considered of low to no significance 

and no mitigation is required. 
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 2.4  Waypoint 16 

 
This is an isolated, retouched MSA flake in quartzite (Figure 4, Plate 3 and Table 1).  

While several flake scars occur on both ventral and dorsal surfaces, they appear random and 
are not suggestive of the making of a formal tool.  The ventral surface of the flake is faceted 
and the piece was found in a disturbed context.   

 
Significance & Recommendation:  The find is considered of low to no significance 

and no mitigation is required. 
 

 2.3  Waypoint 17 
 
This is an isolated ESA bifacial hand axe in coarse grained quartzite (Figure 4, Plate 

3 and Table 1).  No cortex is visible and both surfaces are faceted.  The context of the find is 
disturbed.   

 
Significance & Recommendation:  The find is considered of low to no significance 

and no mitigation is required. 
 
 

Table 1.  Coordinate and descriptive data for observations and the study area. 
 

Name
Description                                        

img=image file snd=sound file
Datum: WGS 84 

Lat/Lon dec.degrees
Datum: WGS 84       Grid: 

SA National
2 img6481 snd6481 S34.15497 E22.01004 23 Y0091292 X3781294
3 MSA img6482-6 snd6486 S34.15149 E22.00907 23 Y0091386 X3780909
4 Bartelsfontein Reservoir img6487 snd6487 S34.14988 E22.00757 23 Y0091525 X3780732
5 img6488 snd6488 S34.15579 E22.01021 23 Y0091276 X3781385
6 img6489 snd6489 S34.15515 E22.01319 23 Y0091002 X3781311
7 img6490 snd6490 S34.15353 E22.01866 23 Y0090499 X3781127
8 img6491 snd6491 S34.15199 E22.02379 23 Y0090028 X3780952
9 img6492 snd6492 S34.15022 E22.02979 23 Y0089476 X3780749
10 ESA img6493-7 snd6497 S34.14754 E22.03754 23 Y0088764 X3780446
11 img6498 snd6498 S34.14612 E22.03931 23 Y0088602 X3780286
12 MSA/ESA img6499-6504 snd5404 S34.14493 E22.04084 23 Y0088463 X3780153
13 img6505 snd6505 S34.14386 E22.04221 23 Y0088337 X3780033
14 img6506 snd6506 S34.14266 E22.05452 23 Y0087204 X3779890
15 img6507 snd6507 S34.14189 E22.06240 23 Y0086477 X3779798
16 MSA img6508-13 snd6513 S34.14207 E22.06138 23 Y0086571 X3779819
17 ESA snd6514-8 img6518 S34.14462 E22.04122 23 Y0088428 X3780119
A Aalwyndal Reservoir S34.14201 E22.06387 23 Y0086341 X3779809
B Bartelsfontein Reservoir S34.14979 E22.00749 23 Y0091533 X3780722
C pipeline route point S34.15126 E22.00897 23 Y0091395 X3780883
D pipeline route point S34.15568 E22.01031 23 Y0091267 X3781373
E pipeline route point S34.15515 E22.01350 23 Y0090973 X3781311
F pipeline route point S34.14808 E22.03701 23 Y0088813 X3780505
G pipeline route point S34.14377 E22.04220 23 Y0088338 X3780023
H pipeline route point S34.14192 E22.06286 23 Y0086434 X3779800  
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3.  Sources of Risk, Impact Identification and Assessment 
 

Proposed development activities that may have a permanent negative impact on 
archaeological resources in the study area include: 

• Earthmoving activities for the installation of a 8km x 5m pipeline  
 
Earthmoving activities may penetrate sediments unaffected by previous disturbances.  

The archaeological record in the study area suggests that the presence of subsurface 
archaeological materials of significance is unlikely.  It is possible, however, that 
palaeontological materials occur subsurface.  Archaeological or palaeontological monitoring 
of earthmoving activities will avoid and/or minimize negative impacts.   

 
Table 2 summarizes the potential impact of the proposed development on 

archaeological resources with and without mitigation. 
 

Table 2.  Potential impact on and loss of archaeological resources 
 

 With Mitigation Without Mitigation 

Extent Local Local 
Duration Permanent Permanent 
Intensity Low Medium to Low 
Probability Low Low 
Significance Low Low 
Status Low Low 
Confidence High High 

 
Provided that the recommended mitigation measure - as approved by Heritage 

Western Cape - is implemented, it is recommended that the proposed activity be approved.  
 
 
4.  Required and Recommended Mitigation Measures  
 

The following measures are required: 
• In the event that vegetation clearing and earthmoving activities expose archaeological 

or paleontological materials, such activities must stop and Heritage Western Cape 
must be notified immediately. 

• If archaeological materials are exposed through earthmoving activities, then they 
must be dealt with in accordance with the National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 
1999) and at the expense of the developer(s) and/or property owner(s). 

• Unmarked human burials may occur anywhere in the landscape and are often 
exposed during earthmoving activities.  Human remains are protected by law and, if 
older than 60 years, are dealt with by Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Nick Wiltshire 021 
483 9685) or the State Archaeologist at the South African Heritage Resources 
Agency (Mrs. Mary Leslie who can be reached at 021 462 4502). 

It is recommended that: 
• Because subterranean palaeontological materials may occur in the area, earthmoving 

activities should be monitored by - or under the supervision of - a professional 
archaeologist or palaeontologist.  Such monitoring will ensure that negative impact on 
subterranean paleontological materials is avoided or minimized. 
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Figure 1.  General location of the study area to the west of Mossel Bay,  Western Cape Province.  Maps courtesy Surveys and Mapping. 
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Figure 2.  Enlarged area as indicated in Figure 1 showing access route via the N2 and R327, the approximate alignment of the proposed 

activity and the red dots at left and right are the respective locations of the Bartelsfonetin and Aalwyndal reservoirs. 
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Figure 3.  Enlarged area as indicated in Figure 1 showing the approximate alignment of the pipeline.  Ignore letters – refer to Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  Enlarged area as indicated in Figure 3.  Walk track and pipeline alignment in white.  See Table 1 for all coordinate data. 
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Plate 1.  Examples of the surrounding environment, topography and vegetation cover.  Numbers denote waypoint names – see Figure 4 

and Table 1 for locality information – and letters are bearing names for direction of view. 
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Plate 2.  Archaeological finds and contexts.  Numbers denote waypoint names – see Figure 4 and Table 1 for further information – and 

letters are bearing names for direction of view. 
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Plate 2.  Archaeological finds and contexts.  Numbers denote waypoint names – see Figure 4 and Table 1 for further information – and 

letters are bearing names for direction of view. 

 


